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                        Step #8

Go and get your skis. Place the metal ski bracket on ski in front of binding.

(as shown) The strap should be on the inside bolt. You can play around with having 

the bracket on the front or rear of ski bindings. I found that the way  shown works

 the best with most applications..

Step #8

Step #10

                       Step #9

Go to your snowmobile. Place bracket on the pull cord side of snowmobile. The tip 

 should be on the up-side facing away from snowmobile and the tail on the running 

boards. Place the ladder strap @ a 45 degree angle on the side of tunnel. Make

 sure. that nothing will be in your way when mounting the Ladder bracket. Mark a 

spot on the top of the tunnel where the stainless steel bracket is to be mounted.
  

             Step #11
                               

                                                   Remove metal ski bracket from ski and place on  top of snowmobile tunnel in marked 

                    spot. Grab the marker and carefully mark the centers of each hole.

Step #11

Step #9
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                            Step #16

 Go and get your skis. Place the metal ski bracket on ski in front of binding.

(as shown) The strap should be on the inside bolt. You can play around with 

having the bracket on the front or rear of ski bindings. I found that the way shown 

works the best with most applications. 

 
 

Step #16
                          Step #17

Grab the ladder and ladder bracket. Attach the ladder to the ratchet and ratchet

 down a couple of clicks. Place the bracket at a 45 degree angle onto the . 

side of the snowmobile tunnel. Mark the two holes on the ladder bracket with 

the marker  pen. Remove bracket and pull out the hammer and hole punch.  

Punch the centers of the marked spots on the side of the tunnel. Drill two holes 

with  1/8” bit first and finish with 3/16”.  with  1/8” bit first and finish with 3/16”.  
 

            Step #18
                           

                                                      Go and get your rivet gun,Ladder bracket,rivets and rivet washers. Place rivet in 

                                                                                                  gun. Put rivet through ladder bracket and the side of the of the tunnel of snowmobile.                                       

                                                          If possible put rivet washer on rivet inside of tunnel.(If you can not get to it skip this).

    Squeeze rivet gun. Repeat on other hole.             
                        Step #19

                                                   
                                                    Leave the ski in the rack. Go were the ski hits the running boards. Grab the U  

                                                               
                                                     channel and place it under ski. Remove the ski and grab your marker pen. Mark

                                                            
                                                          a hole in the bolt hole of U channel on running board. Remove the u channel. Look 

                                                    under neath running board where hole is marked. Is there anything underneath                                                     under neath running board where hole is marked. Is there anything underneath 

                                                that i will damage by drilling a hole here? If no then proceed to use your hole

                                                         punch and hammer and mark spot. Go and grab your drill and Drill two holes with 

1/8” drill bit first and finish with 3/16”   .            
 

                Step #20

                                                           Grab your 1“ pan head bolt and washer and nut. Fasten U channel with allen head  
                                        

                     and ratchet. Repeat on other side. Go out sledskiing ASAP!!
                                               

                                                                                                  
                                                         

mer and punch. ..
  

Use the 1/8” drill bit and drill hole into running boards.

Step #18

Step #17


